Within the same radius, Paris had not found any similar goal presented to her. Mont Valerien was too far away. It still remained so in 1908. It had never succeeded in inspiring anything more than ideas of military defence or an excursion right out into the country.
But between east and north-east one of the oldest extensions of Paris had long since encountered the first slopes of MentImontant-Belleville. In this direction there was no beckoning summit, no goal that you were moved to conquer and put your mark upon. The plain rose gently; then the slope became steeper and finally abrupt. A long spur of hill, rocky in places, led up to a very wide plateau, where you had only to advance a little to forget Paris and see nothing but the semi-country undulations that rolled away towards the east. The city had attacked this slope slowly. It had pushed its houses forward almost in line over a front a league long, with some outposts just a little advanced along the roads that led to the old suburbs or along miniature ravines, and with checks to the advance where it encountered an escarpment.
To the south of the river the Sainte-Genevieve hill, incorporated in Paris since ancient times, had served as a stage for her growth, a new point of departure. On this quite close eminence the human mass, not yet very vigorous, had seized as a means of prilling itself up in order to be able to spread farther afterwards. It had thus gained the level of -die long upper plain which stretches away towards Montrouge; and it had only had to drop down a little to invade the whole of the left bank of the Seine as far as Crenelle.
Towards the west and the north-west another rising plain had let itself be won, little by little. In this direction, too, there was no goal to attain; none of those natural sites whose mere appearance provokes the growth of a city. There was not even a limit, an impressive boundary of the horizon, as there was to the east. There was simply a reserve of space, an outlet, a simple solution which seemed to repeat itself indefinitely. For about the next bend of the

